We demonstrate a technique that enables ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements of the normal modes for magnetic excitations in individual nanoscale ferromagnets, smaller in volume by a factor of 1000 than can be probed by other methods. The measured peak shapes indicate two regimes of response: simple FMR and phase locking.
Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) is the primary technique for learning about the forces that determine the dynamical properties of magnetic materials. However, conventional FMR detection methods lack the sensitivity to measure individual sub-100-nm-scale devices that are of interest for a broad range of memory and signal-processing applications. For this reason, many new techniques are being pursued for probing magnetic dynamics on small scales, including Brillouin scattering [1] and FMR detected by Kerr microscopy [2] , magnetic resonance force microscopy [3] , X ray microscopy [4] , and electrical techniques [5] . Nevertheless, the smallest isolated structure in which FMR (as distinct from electron spin resonance [6] ) has been measured is 0.8 µm × 4.8 µm × 5 nm [5] . Here we demonstrate a simple new form of FMR that uses innovative methods both to drive and detect magnetic precession and thereby provides a detailed new understanding of the magnetic modes in individual nanomagnets. We excite precession not by applying an AC magnetic field as is done in other forms of FMR, but by using the spin-transfer torque from a spin-polarized AC current [7, 8] . We detect the resulting magnetic motions electrically by using the precessing magnet as a mixer to rectify the applied microwave signal. We demonstrate detailed studies of FMR in single nanomagnets as small as . The method should be scalable to investigate fundamental physics in much smaller samples, as well. Our technique is similar to methods developed independently by Tulapurkar et al. [9] for radio-frequency detection, but we will demonstrate that the peak shapes measured there were not simple FMR.
We have achieved the following new results: (i) We measure magnetic normal modes of a single nanomagnet, including both the lowest-frequency fundamental mode and higher-order spatially non-uniform modes.
(ii) By comparing the FMR spectrum to signals excited by a DC spin-polarized current, we demonstrate that different DC biases can drive different normal modes. (iii) From the resonance line shapes, we distinguish simple FMR from a regime of phase locking. (iv) From the resonance linewidths, we achieve efficient measurements of magnetic damping in a single nanomagnet.
Our samples have a nanopillar structure ( Fig. 1(a [11] . All of our FMR measurements are performed at low temperature (≤ 10 K), and the direction of H is approximately perpendicular to the layers (ˆ z direction), tilted ~ 5º along the long axis of the ellipse (ˆ x direction) to control in-plane moment components. Positive currents correspond to electron flow from the PyCu to the Py layer. A diagram of our measurement circuit is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Using a bias tee, we can apply current at both microwave frequencies ( ft I RF π 2 cos ) and DC (I DC ) while measuring the DC voltage across the sample V DC . If the frequency f is set near a resonance of either magnetic layer, the layer will be driven to precess, producing a time-dependent resistance:
where ∆R nf can be complex. The voltage V(t) = I(t)R(t) will contain a term involving mixing between I RF and ∆R(t), so that the measured DC voltage will be
where δ f is the phase of ∆R f . The final term enables measurement of spin-transfer-driven FMR. To reduce background signals and noise, we chop the microwave current bias at 1.5 kHz and measure the DC mixing signal V mix = V DC − I DC R 0 using a lock-in amplifier.
In Fig. 1 As expected for the modes of a thin-film nanomagnet [12] , the measured frequencies are shifted above the frequency for uniform precession of a bulk film, Based on comparisons to simulations [12, 13] and the fact that the lowestfrequency resonances A 0 and B 0 produce the largest resistance signals, we propose that these two resonances correspond to the lowest-frequency normal mode of the PyCu and Py layer, respectively. This is the mode that should have the most spatially-uniform precession amplitude (albeit not exactly uniform) [12, 13] . The higher-frequency resonances A 1 , A 2 , and B 1 must correspond to higher-order nonuniform modes. The observed frequencies and frequency intervals are in the range predicted for normal modes of similarly-shaped nanoscale samples [12, 13] .
Next we compare the FMR resonances to spontaneous precessional signals that can be excited by a DC spin-polarized current I DC alone (I RF =0) [14, 15] . The power spectral density of resistance oscillations for DC-driven excitations at 420 mT is shown in Fig. 2 (a), as measured with a spectrum analyzer [14] . We examine I DC > 0, which gives the sign of torque to drive excitations in the PyCu layer only, not the Py layer. A single sharp peak appears in the DC-driven spectral density above a critical current I c = 0.3 mA, and moves to higher frequency with increasing I DC . The gradual increase in frequency can be identified with an increasing precession angle, which decreases the average demagnetizing field along ˆ z [16] . At larger values of I DC , we observe additional peaks at higher f and switching of the precession frequency between different values, similar to the results of previous measurements [14] [15] [16] that have not been well explained before.
The FMR resonances are displayed in Fig. 2(b) at the same values of I DC shown in Fig. 2(a) . We find that the FMR fundamental mode A 0 that we identified above with the PyCu layer is the mode that is excited at the threshold for DC-driven excitations. When I DC is large enough that the DC-driven mode begins to increase in frequency (585 µA), the shape of this FMR resonance changes from a simple Lorentzian peak to a more complicated structure with a dip at low frequency and a peak at high frequency. The positive I DC is the wrong sign to excite spin-transfer dynamics in the Py layer [7] .
There has been significant debate about whether the magnetic modes which contribute to the DC-spin-transfer-driven precessional signals correspond to approximately uniform macrospin precession or to nonuniform spin-wave instabilities [17] [18] [19] [20] . Our FMR measurements show directly that, at I c , the DC-driven peak frequency is equal to that of the lowest-frequency RF-driven mode, the one expected to be most spatially uniform [12] . Higher values of I DC can also excite the spatially non-uniform mode A 1 and even produce mode-hopping so that mode A 1 can be excited when mode A 0 is not.
In order to analyze the FMR peak shapes, we make the simplifying assumption that the lowest-frequency modes A 0 and B 0 can be approximated by a macrospin model, with the Slonczewski form of the spin-transfer torque [7] . When the magnetic moments are initially at rest and I RF is applied to excite FMR, the resulting small-amplitude resonance is predicted [10] to have a simple Lorentzian lineshape
Here f 0 is the unforced precession frequency. The width ∆ 0 predicted for the PyCu layer in our experimental geometry is, to within 1% error for µ 0 H > 0.5 T [10] ,
where α is the Gilbert damping parameter. and 4(a)). For I RF > 0.35 mA, the peak eventually shifts to higher frequency and the shape becomes asymmetric, familiar properties for nonlinear oscillators [21] . From the magnitude of the frequency shift in similar signals (Fig. 3(b) , inset), we estimate that the largest precession angle we have achieved is approximately 40º.
The peak shape for mode B 0 is also to good accuracy Lorentzian for small I DC , but with negative sign. This sign is expected because when the Py moment precesses in resonance, positive current pushes the Py moment angle closer to the PyCu moment, giving a negative resistance response. The FMR peak shapes for the higher-order modes A 1 , A 2 , and B 1 are not as well-fit by Lorentzians. We plot the spectrum of DC-driven excitations for I DC = 0.52 mA, I RF = 0 in Fig. 3(b) . The width is much narrower than the FMR spectrum for the same mode (inset), confirming arguments that the linewidths in these two types of measurements are determined by different physics [22] .
We noted above that the FMR peak shape changes from a Lorentzian to a more complex shape for sufficiently large values of I DC . (See the detailed resonance shapes in Fig. 3(b-c) .) This shape change can be explained as a consequence of phase locking between I RF and the large-amplitude precession excited by I DC [23] [24] [25] [26] . When the precession frequency increases with precession amplitude, the RF current can force the amplitude on the low-f side of the resonance to be smaller than the equilibrium DCdriven trajectory. Under these conditions, the precession phase-locks approximately out of phase with the applied RF current (δ f ≈ 180°), giving negative values of V mix . RF frequencies on the high-f side of the resonance produce phase-locking approximately inphase with the drive and a positive V mix . We have confirmed this picture by numerical integration of the macrospin model ( Fig. 3(d) ) [10] . Recently, Tulapurkar et al. [9] measured similar peak shapes, and proposed that they were caused by simple FMR with a torque mechanism different from the Slonczewski theory. We suggest instead that the peak shapes in [9] are due either to phase-locking to thermally-excited precession at room temperature (rather than simple FMR), or to the superposition of two FMR signals from different layers (one positive signal like that of A 0 and one negative like B 0 ).
A benefit of measuring the Lorentzian lineshape of simple FMR is that the linewidth allows a measurement of the magnetic damping α, using Eq. (4). It is highly desirable to minimize the damping in spin-transfer-driven memory devices so as to decrease the current needed for switching [7] . Previously, α in magnetic nanostructures could only be estimated by indirect means [27, 28] . As shown in Fig. 4(b) , for I DC = 0 we measure α = 0.040 ± 0.001 for the PyCu layer. This is larger than the damping for Py 65 Cu 35 films in identically-prepared large-area multilayers as measured by conventional FMR, α film = 0.021 ± 0.003. The cause of the extra damping in our nanopillars is not known, but it may be related to oxidation along the sides of the device [29] . As a function of increasing I DC , the theory of spin-transfer torques predicts that the effective damping should decrease linearly, going to zero at the threshold for the excitation of DC-driven precession [7] . This is precisely what we find for mode A 0 (Fig.   4(b) ). In contrast, the linewidth of mode B 0 decreases with decreasing I DC . This is as expected for a Py-layer mode, because the sign of the spin-transfer torque should promote DC-driven precession in the Py layer at negative, not positive, I DC .
We have demonstrated that spin-transfer-driven FMR measurements provide 
Supporting Material I. Circuit Calibration and Data Analysis
The RF attenuation in our cables, the bias tee, and the ribbon bonds connecting to the sample is frequency dependent. In order to know the value of I RF at the sample, this attenuation must be calibrated. We calibrate the attenuation of the cables and bias tee by measuring their transmission with a network analyzer.
To estimate the losses due to the ribbon bonds, we measure the reflection from ribbonbonded open, short, and 50-Ω test samples. We observe negligible reflection from the bonded 50 Ω sample, implying that the ribbon bonds produce little impedance discontinuity for frequencies < 15 GHz. We can therefore estimate the frequencydependent transmission through the ribbon bonds as the square root of the measured reflection coefficient from either the bonded open test sample or the bonded short (a square root because the reflected power travels twice through the ribbon bonds). Finally, we measure the reflection coefficient directly for each of our ribbon-bonded samples before collecting FMR data, and from this determine its impedance and the resulting value of I RF . For the 30 × 90 nm 2 sample on which we focus in the paper, the frequency dependence of I RF at the sample, referenced to the value at 5 GHz, is shown in Fig. S1 .
The mixing signal contains a background due to deviations from linearity in the I-V curve of the sample, which we subtract from the data presented in the figures. 
II. Peak Shape Analysis for Spin-Transfer-Driven FMR
In order to analyze our FMR peak shapes, we make the simplifying assumption that the lowest-frequency modes A 0 and B 0 can be approximated by a macrospin model, using the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation of motion with the Slonczewski form of the spin-transfer torque [1] :
Here ˆ m describes the moment direction of the precessing magnetic layer, γ is the
We estimate that the effective demagnetization factors for our PyCu layer are N z = 0.797, N x = 0.027, and N y = 0.176, based on a magnetization of 0.39 T [2] and coercive field measurements. However, the result of Eq. (5) is quite insensitive to these values, so that for µ 0 H > 0.5 T we have simply ∆ 0 /f 0 = α for the PyCu layer to within 1% error.
Simulations show that this prediction is also not altered at the 1% level by the 5º offset between r H and the ˆ z direction in our measurements.
For the Py layer mode, there is an additional correction required to relate ∆ 0 / f 0 to α, due to the larger deviation of the precession axis from ˆ z .
III. Simulation Parameters
In our numerical simulations, we integrate the LLG equation for macrospin precession (Eq. (S1)), using the following parameters: α = 0.04, g = 2. 
IV. Regarding another proposed mechanism for DC voltages produced by magnetic precession:
Berger has proposed that a precessing magnet in a multilayer device may generate a DC voltage directly [4] . This mechanism would produce another source of signal in our experiments on resonance, in addition to the mixing mechanism we discussed in the main text. However, the maximum magnitude of V DC predicted to be generated by the Berger mechanism is hf /e = 40 µeV for f = 10 GHz, and our FMR signals can grow much larger than this. Also, we find that at small values of I RF our signals scale as V DC ∝ I RF
